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Reading 2

2

2-19

Read The Fox and the Stork.
Check your answer from Activity 1.

Reading strategy
Identify the main topic of
a text.

One day, a fox invites
a stork for dinner.
The fox doesn't like pasta
or rice. He makes some
pea and potato soup.
“Hello, stork!” says the
fox. “Do you like soup?”
“Yes, I do!” says the stork.
The fox puts two bowls of soup
on the table. The fox eats his soup. “Mmm. It’s delicious!”
he says. The stork likes the soup, but he doesn’t like the
bowl. He has a long beak, and the bowl is shallow – he
can’t eat the soup! “Ha! Ha!” laughs the fox.
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The next day, the stork has an idea. He invites the fox to dinner, and he makes
some bean soup.
“Hello, fox!” says the stork. “Do you like bean soup?”
“Yes, I do!” says the fox.
The stork puts two bowls of soup and some bread on the table. The stork eats
his soup. “Mmm. It’s delicious!” he says. The fox likes the soup, but he can’t eat it.
The bowl is too tall!
“Look! The fox likes my soup! But does he like the bowl? No, he doesn’t!” laughs
the stork.
But the stork is kind, so he gives the fox some more soup in a shallow bowl. The
fox eats the soup and says, “Thank you. You’re kind, and I’m sorry!
Let’s be friends!”
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Read the story again. Write T (true)
or F (false).

1

The fox makes vegetable soup.

2

The stork likes the soup.

3

The stork eats the soup.

4

The stork makes meat soup.

5

The fox can’t eat the bean soup.

6

The stork is kind.
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Think about
the story.
Compare your ideas.
• Why does the stork invite
the fox to dinner?
• Why does the stork give the
fox more soup?
• Why does the fox say “sorry”
in the end?
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